
Did you know that you can train your cat to walk 
on a leash?          
Many cats love being outdoors, but sometimes it can be unsafe for them 
and our wildlife friends. Starting by harness training your cat indoors and 
pair this time with yummy treats, this will make it fun and positive for them. 
Once they feel comfortable with a harness and leash, start with going out 
in the yard first and see how they react. Some cats love walking on a leash 
while others may be “scaredy cats”! For these cats, consider a patio! Make 
sure the patio is fully enclosed so they can still explore scents and sounds 
of the outdoors safely! These tips will also ensure that wildlife is safe!

Wildlife Window
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Did you know that cats have a variety of 
different personalities and are emotionally 
complex animals?           
They can be spunky, silly, cuddly, playful, shy, sweet, sassy and so much 
more! That’s why when they come to San Diego Humane Society, it is 
very important that we treat each one of them as an individual. We help 
them feel as relaxed as possible so we can get to know them and match 
them with their new family. We provide cats in our care with blankets, 
toys, and a cozy place to hide. Cats enjoy enrichment like catnip toys, 
cardboard boxes and toys that jingle or have feathers they can chase. 
Volunteers and staff spend time with our cats every day, giving them 
lots of pets and lap time!

Meet Our Volunteers  
Meet Chris 
Chris is a Foster Volunteer at San Diego Humane 
Society. She volunteers to take care of mother cats 
and their litters of kittens. They temporarily live in her 
home where Chris provides a cozy bed, attention, food, 
toys and anything else they need until the kittens and 
mom are ready to be adopted. Chris enjoys witnessing 
the amazing bond between the mother cats and their 
babies and the care they put into raising them.  



Check out our website at sdhumane.org for other fun events going on at San Diego Humane Society!

Book NookLend a Paw
You can provide your cat with 
hours of entertainment using 
things we all have around the 
house! All you need is toilet paper 
rolls and scissors. Add some cute 
decorations or place treats inside 
for added enrichment, and let the 
fun begin!

Solve the 
meow maze!

A NEW
BEGINNING

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING:

STRESS
Your new cat is likely to be feeling anxious and nervous in their new surroundings. 
It’s important to be patient with them during this time.

HIDING
To cope with their anxiety, cats tend to try and find areas to hide away in. To prevent your 
cat from going “missing” in your house, confine them to a single room without any 
hard-to-reach nooks and crannies for a couple of days until they adjust to your presence, 
so you can keep a close eye on them during the transition.

SUPPLIES
Give your new cat a private place to do his business, away from his food and water. Use a 
new litter box with two to three inches of fresh litter inside. You may want to use a litter with 
a cat attractant during this process to help prevent litter aversion from developing.

LACK OF APPETITE
Another side effect of the stress of relocation is that your new cat may not immediately be 
interested in eating, or may only consume a small amount. Instead of forcing the issue, 
allow them to eat on their own time and in privacy.

INTRODUCTIONS
If you have other pets, confining your new cat to a separate room for a few days will allow 
time for both pets to grow used to each other’s scents before making an introduction. After 
a few days, allow the two to share the same space but keep a close eye until they grow 
accustomed to each other’s presence.

BEGINNING

Adoption marks a new beginning for your household. Though a cat may seem like a low maintenance pet, they 
are a living being with emotions and needs that require care from you. Transitioning to a new home isn’t an 
easy task, so it’s important to be prepared beforehand.
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3See page 28 for answers!
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